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Macroeconomic Policy in Fragile StatesOxford University Press, 2021

	Setting macroeconomic policy is especially difficult in fragile states. Political legitimacy concerns are heightened, raising issues such as who the policymakers are, what incentives they face, and how the process of policymaking is likely to work under limited legitimacy and high uncertainty

	both about the macroeconomic environment...
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Renaissance and Reformation: Almanac Edition 1.Gale, 2002
School Library Journal : "Complementary approaches to an important era in European history.  The topically organized Almanac offers an ample overview describing the social, political, scientific, and religious environment that led to the Renaissance and Reformation...The Saaris' Renaissance will be a top choice for...
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What We Could Have Done With the Money: 50 Ways to Spend the Trillion Dollars We've Spent on IraqHyperion, 2008
The war in Iraq is not only controversial, it's also astronomically expensive. Now Rob Simpson answers the question many concerned Americans have been asking: Wasn't there some other way the government could have spent one trillion of our tax dollars?
What We Could Have Done with the Money presents 50 thought-provoking spending...
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Who Shot Ya? Three Decades of Hiphop PhotographyAmistad, 2002

	Nearly thirty years ago, Ernie Paniccioli began photographing the graffiti art throughout New York City as well as the young people creating it. Armed with a 35-millimeter camera, Paniccioli literally recorded the beginning salvos of hip hop, today the most dominant youth culture on the planet. Be it Grandmaster Flash at the Roxy, a summer...
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Faith, Politics, and Power: The Politics of Faith-Based InitiativesOxford University Press, 2010
There is often more than meets the eye where politics, religion and money are concerned.  This is certainly the case with the Faith-Based Initiative.  Section 104, a small provision of the 1996 Welfare Reform bill called "Charitable Choice," was the beginning of what we now know as the Faith-Based Initiative. In its original form, the...
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Community Pest Management in Practice: A Narrative ApproachSpringer, 2018

	This book presents a collection of practitioner and community stories that reveal how invasive species management is a community issue that can spark community formation and collective action. It combines the unique first-person narratives of practitioners on the frontline of invasive species management in Australia with three case studies of...
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Youth, Inequality and Social Change in the Global South (Perspectives on Children and Young People, 6)Springer, 2019

	
		This book gathers international and interdisciplinary work on youth studies from the Global South, exploring issues such as continuity and change in youth transitions from education to work; contemporary debates on the impact of mobility, marginalization and violence on young lives; how digital technologies shape youth experiences; and...
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Soundtrack to a Movement: African American Islam, Jazz, and Black InternationalismNew York University, 2021

	
		Explores how jazz helped propel the rise of African American Islam during the era of global Black liberation

		

		Amid the social change and liberation of the civil rights and Black Power movements, the tenor saxophonist Archie Shepp recorded a tribute to Malcolm X’s emancipatory political consciousness....
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Free as in Freedom: Richard Stallman's Crusade for Free SoftwareO'Reilly, 2002
In 1984, Richard Stallman launched the GNU Project for the purpose of developing a complete UNIX-like operating system that would allow for free software use. What he developed was the GNU operating system. (GNU is a recursive acronym for "GNU's Not UNIX,'' and it is pronounced guh-NEW. Linux is a variant of the GNU operating system.) This...
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Psychiatry and Decolonisation in Uganda (Mental Health in Historical Perspective)Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	This open access book investigates psychiatry in Uganda during the years of decolonisation. It examines the challenges facing a new generation of psychiatrists as they took over responsibility for psychiatry at the end of empire, and explores the ways psychiatric practices were tied to shifting political and development priorities, periods of...
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The Vaal Uprising of 1984 and the Struggle for Freedom in South AfricaJames Currey, 2021

	On 3 September 1984 a bloody uprising set the African townships of the Vaal Triangle aflame. Triggered by dissatisfaction over rent increases and a local government that was failing to provide any meaningful political power or social transformation to the black majority, it heralded the insurrectionary period that was to profoundly...
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The End of Poverty: Economic Possibilities for Our TimePenguin Press, 2005
He has been cited by The New York Times Magazine as "probably the most important economist in the world" and by Time as "the world's best-known economist." He has advised an extraordinary range of world leaders and international institutions on the full range of issues related to creating economic success and reducing...
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